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Grave of the Fireflies (1988)

If you’re in the mood for a phenomenally depressing anti-war double bill, follow When the
Wind Blows with Grave of the Fireflies, which also revolves around an apocalyptic bombing
and a pair of innocents struggling for survival. What’s especially bleak about this astonishing

Japanese film is that the innocents are a young boy and his apple-cheeked little sister. With
their saucer eyes and their exquisitely observed mood swings, Seita and Setsuko are as lovable
as any Studio Ghibli moppets, but instead of contending with the demons and spirits that are
Ghibli’s trademark, they are crushed by the horrors of World War Two. First, their home town is
razed by American firebombs and their mother is burnt alive. Then they go to stay with a cal-
lous aunt who resents them. And after that, things start to get really bad. Unbearable but
essential. 

Wallace and Gromit: The Curse 

of the Were-Rabbit (2005)

It’s not just Nick Park and Steve Box’s claymation method that’s proudly old-school. So is the
slightly batty nature of their slapstick comedy. To fully appreciate it, it helps to be a grown-
up grounded in the film’s many pop culture references. As we watch Wallace, the fuddy-

duddy inventor hero, and his wordless (but much smarter) dog Gromit attempt to save a giant
vegetable contest from the jaws of a monster rabbit, the film whizzes by with casual absurdity -
“Get your ‘angry mob’ supplies here!” says one entrepreneur. Yet it still finds room for a climax
in which Gromit, piloting a propeller plane, saves the day with maneuvers that are every bit as
heroic - and intricate - as the balletic but propulsive exploits of Indiana Jones. 

Waking Life (2001)

Richard Linklater is best known for his celebrated 12-year project, Boyhood, but even
before he began it, he had proven just how daring and original he was with his psyche-
delic symposium Waking Life. Drifting between documentary and drama, the film is a

loosely connected series of musings on quantum mechanics, neurobiology, reincarnation and
the nature of reality. And if that weren’t offbeat enough, a team of artists has rotoscoped a lay-
er of pulsating imagery over the top of the video footage. Some cynics might say that the acid-
trip visuals are there to hold the viewer’s attention when the far-out theorizing gets a bit too
pretentious. But the hall-of-mirrors wooziness also illustrates the film’s central thesis: that the
world around us may all be a dream. - Nicholas Barber (Credit: Fox Searchlight Pictures)

At first, it seems a contradiction that a lively and entertaining animated film would also
treat history with bone-deep seriousness. Yet after watching this adaptation of Marjane
Satrapi’s graphic novel about her experience of growing up in Iran before, during and

after the 1979 Islamic Revolution, it’s almost hard to imagine animation not being used in such
a gravely relevant way. The film recreates the deliberately flat, monochromatic elegance of
Satrapi’s visual style, but there’s nothing black and white about her character: she’s in perma-
nent rebellion - not just against the Iranian regime, but against the pampered outsiders she
meets in France and, indeed, the skeptical restlessness of her own nature. The result is at once
tragic and uplifting: about as far from kids’ stuff as you can get. 

Persepolis (2007)

The Triplets of
Belleville (2003)

Sylvain Chomet’s gloriously eccentric debut film almost
defies description. A surreal, quintessentially French
adventure with lots of toe-tapping tunes and barely any

dialogue, The Triplets of Belleville features a miniature old
woman who crosses the Atlantic in a pedal boat, two identical
Mafiosi who kidnap a Tour de France cyclist and three singers
who use dynamite to catch the frogs they eat for dinner. It’s a
joyously madcap comedy, and yet it has a dark undertow of
melancholy and dread. It is beautifully hand-drawn and paint-
ed, and yet it wouldn’t flow so smoothly without cutting-edge
digital help. And while it pays nostalgic tribute to Josephine
Baker, Jacques Tati, Max Fleischer and others, nothing quite
like it had ever been seen before. 


